Full Face Shield Disinfection After Use

APPLICATION
All hospital and clinical Health Care Professionals (HCP)

DEFINITIONS
1. NONE

INSTRUCTION STEPS
1. Exit special droplet/contact isolation room after doffing gown and gloves inside of the room per doffing checklist.
2. Perform hand hygiene.
3. Remove face shield and place it on a cleanable surface.
4. Perform hand hygiene.
5. Don clean gloves.
6. Use a PDI-brand (purple top), or other approved disinfection wipe, to clean all surfaces of the face shield including straps.
   A. Clean the surface the face shield was resting on.
   B. Allow to sit undisturbed for full 2 minutes of contact time with disinfectant.
7. Remove gloves.
8. Perform hand hygiene.
10. Perform hand hygiene
11. Store face mask in designated area.

ATTACHMENTS
• NONE

REFERENCES
• SHS Policy: High Consequence Infectious Diseases
• SHS Work Instructions:
  o Facemask – Extended Use and Reuse Procedure
  o PPE Conservation – In Times of Need
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